
Creativity Camps



What are the Creativity Camps? 
 Throughout August, young people aged 8-14 came together at Alexandra 

Palace for a series of Creativity Camps called From the Streets to speak out 

about environmental issues and concerns. Each week the young people 

heard from climate activist Michalle Meola about the problems facing the 

planet and what small things they could do to make a big difference to the 

environment. Using a range of historically ‘urban artforms’ in the fields of 

street art, street fashion and design, spoken word and street dance, the young 

people made original artwork in Alexandra Palace’s beautiful park.  

Hence the title From the Streets!

Welcome to Creativity Camps... ONLINE! 

With daily opportunities for young people to learn new skills, hone old ones 

and get creative.  Each day we’ll release another film and/or 

information pack from the artist who took part over the summer.  ,

Michelle has over fifteen years’experience 

working in the cultural sector in a variety of 

roles including mural artist, illustrator and 

graphic designer. Her art is a unique fusion of 

her passion for environmental activism and 

design - she is also a Group Coordinator and 

Activist for Greenpeace.

 Michelle Meola
Greenpeace volunteer & Hero

Hello!

So this is your chance to get involved!

Hi Michelle!Introduction



designing campaigns writing slogans painting placards

ACTIVITY WORKSHOP with  Michelle Meola
Creativity Camps

Over the summer, Michelle worked with budding climate activists on tactics  

to get their voices heard, as well as:



ACTIVITY WORKSHOP with  Michelle Meola
Climate Change

"You cannot get through a single day without 

having an impact on the world around you. What 

you do makes a difference and you have to decide 

what kind of difference you want to make." 

                           - Jane Goodall

Just think...So, what is 
Climate Change? 

Climate change (or global warming), is the process of our

planet heating up. Over the last century, human activity

has caused the Earth’s temperature to increase by 1°C.

This means that our weather will become more

extreme and unpredictable, damaging our environment

and harming the people and animals who live here.

Who's heard of the term Climate 

Change before?!
I Have!

What's it  
       all about?



What causes climate change?

Burning Fossil Fuel Farming Deforestation
When we burn fossil fuels like coal, 

oil and gas, it releases greenhouse 

gases into the atmosphere. 

These act like a thick blanket around 

the planet, which trap in more heat, 

causing the planet to warm up.  

 

We use fossil fuels to produce energy 

which fuels our cars and planes. 

Provides electricity to charge devices 

like the TV, phones and computers 

and to heat our homes.

Cows and sheep produce large 

amounts of methane

when they digest their food. 

Methane is one of the greenhouse

gases that traps heat inside the 

atmosphere. After fossil fuels,

it is the second highest source of 

emission. It’s greater than all

transportation combined and is also 

one of the leading causes

of deforestation, biodiversity loss, 

and water pollution.

Forests absorb huge amounts of 

carbon dioxide - a greenhouse gas - 

from the air, and release oxygen 

 back into it.  

 

When forests are cut down, they are 

no longer absorbing CO2 and all of 

the carbon that was stored is released 

back into the atmosphere.

I can't wait to see 

some big changes!

O my!

Wooah!



Why should you care?

Climate Change 

is already affecting our  

planet in lots of ways.

Heat Waves
Heavy Rainfall

Sea-Level Rise

Ocean Acidification

Habitat Loss
 

Drought

Wildfires

As the earth’s climate continues to warm, extreme weather events such  
as storms, droughts, hurricanes and heatwaves are expected to increase.  

 
When the earth’s temperature increses by one or two degrees, it will have  
big impact on the health of our plants and animals. A lot of these changes  

in climate you only see in the news, often in far away places.  
So what are some of the changes you’ve seen in your local area?

Think about the weather where you are. Have you noticed any differences?  
If we don’t make changes, the health of our planet and everyone who lives here,  

will be affected.

What concerns you most  
about the environment?

Impacts of a Changing Climate

I care!

me too!

Can you think of 

any more?

We will come 

back to this 
later!



What can we do?

Reduce 
meat consumption
Animal agriculture produces more 

greenhouse gas emissions than all cars, 
planes, trains and ships combined!

Walk & use more 
public transport

Road transport is a major source of air 
pollution that harms human health and 

the environment.

Get involved
Volunteer with your local group, Is 

there something in your local  
community you can get involved with? 
What can you be doing in your school 

to make a difference?

Stay informed
Knowledge is power - keep learning 

about climate issues and use your  
special talents to fight for change.  

Follow young climate activists  
for inspriation.

It’s easy to feel overwhelmed when we learn about the effects of
climate change, BUT, it’s important to remember that it is  

not too late to make a change.

Everyone can do something  

to fight climate change! Can I help!

Yes!

Great idea!



Young Climate Activists
You are not powerless and you can make a change. You can join groups that put pressure on  

the organisations. Raise awareness through art and music. Here are some inspiring young Climate 

Activists from around the world including the UK.

Autumn Peltier
Leah Namugerwa

Greta Thunberg

Ridhima Pandey
Ella an

d Caitlin

Lesein Mutunkei

17 y.o from Sweden
15 y.o from Canada

15 y.o from Uganda 15 y.o from Kenya
12 y.o from India

10 & 8 from England

Who can tell me which ones  

they have heard of?
Check out these 

                organisations online...

Fridays For Future
UK Student Climate Network

Earth Guardians

One Up Action
Surfers Against Sewage

Friends of the Earth

Greenpeace
Stop Ecocide

Sunrise Movement

Global Action Plan
London Wildlife Trust
The Climate Coalition

My Hero's!



It’s time to take action!

Fridays for Future

Think about what environmental issues you are worried about most.  

What message would help raise awareness of the issue?

Using paints and pens,  create your own design for a placard. It can include  
words and pictures. You can use cardboard or paper. Remember to make it bold,  

so it will stand out in the crowd!

In 2018 Greta Thunberg began striking on 
 Fridays outside the Swedish Parliament to  

raise awareness of climate change.  
Her protests soon went viral and  

#FridaysForFuture grew into  
a global movement known as  

‘The School Strike for Climate.’

Now, lets create your own  
placard for a climate march

Get making...

Lets go!

What messages or images

would you like to put 

                on your placard?



ACTIVITY WORKSHOP with  Michelle Meola
Climate Change

Conserve energy by turning off standby lights 

on gadgets – power down computers, switch off 

your TV when no ones watching and house lights 

when rooms are empty.

Think Green!
Bye!

See you next time

Don't forget to  

           send us some pics.

That was fun!.

A Big Thanks...

Make a small change today Thank you to all the individuals, foundations, 

corporations, and public agencies, whose support 

makes our Creativity Camps possible.  
 

Now get creative and campaigning! We’d love to  

see what you make - please send us photos to  

learning@alexandraplace.com


